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IT CAN BE DONE 
I he movement to meet the crisis which the Prohibition party 

finds itself confronting, by an immediate and enormous widening of our propaganda, has gone far enough now to prove its easy 
practicability. 

It is impossible now for anyone to excuse indifference or lack 
of effort by saying, “It can not be done.” 

For it CAN be done and, in part, IT IS BEING DONE. 
The experience of the Prohibitionists of Ypsilanti illustrates 

the possibilities. Ypsilanti is in no way an exceptional city. A 
comparatively short time ago, the Prohibition movement in that 
city was looked upon as “dead.” There is nothing to differentiate 
the situation there from the situation in hundreds of other cities 
and towns—except that the Prohibitionists of that city rose to meet 
the crisis. (See page 16.) 

In just seven days’ time they secured 103 new subscriptions 
for The National Prohibitionist, paid for by the subscribers, where, 
up to that time, there had been just fifteen such subscribers. 

A like result in the country at large would give The National 
Prohibitionist a million new subscribers. Fifty percent of the 
Ypsilanti standard would put The National Prohibitionist into 
500,000 new homes. 

It is easy to see what the Prohibitionists of Ypsilanti have 
done for themselves. With the most liberal discounts possible, h 
is fair to assume that they have quadrupled the party’s activities, 
contributions and effectiveness in their city. If anything like a 
reasonable amount of “follow up” work is done, they have prob- 
ably more than quadrupled their vote for the next election. 

But we confess that this merely interests us for the moment. 
We are so far from being satisfied with a single achievement like 
this that we may almost say that it intensifies our dissatisfaction, 

w It shows what can be done, but it makes the call for the doing of 
W-ihe necessary thing a thousand times louder and a thousand times 

more imperative. Brilliant as is the achievement at Ypsilanti, it 
amounts to nothing on the broad field of the fight, unless the com- 
rades of these brave Michiganders, all up and down the land, 
arise to emulate their example and to match their achievement. 

They have shown the rest of us the way, but if it stops with 
that, they are merely a brave forlorn hope, throwing away their 
effort. 

The whole fighting line must be brought up to the point where- 
Ypsilanti has planted Michigan’s banner. 

And the thing that impresses us is that it can be done. There 
is probably not a town or hamlet in the United States where an 

equal achievement is not possible. There are doubtless scores and 
hundreds of places where it is within the means of the Prohibi- 
tionists to multiply Ypsilanti’s success many times. 

Now, do not accuse us of selfish anxiety to get new subscrib- 
ers. We plead guilty to the anxiety, but we deny the selfish ele- 
ment in it. If the men who make The National Prohibitionist 
were serving self, they would not be making The National Pro- 
hibitionist. 

We do want an enormous increase in the circulation of this 
paper. We want to reach hundreds of thousands of American 
homes. We desire this because, taught by the experience of the 
twenty-five years since this paper was founded in The Voice, in 
New York, zve knozv that zvith such a circulation zve can zvork a 

revolution in the political thinking of tin American people. 

Let the Prohibitionists of the country rise to the Ypsilanti standard and give this paper entry into a million new homes, and 
we promise you, in full faith, that we will give you in return an 
avalanche of Prohibition votes in the ballot-box next November 
that will come crashing down to the everlasting destruction of 
the liquor traffic and the abominable political system that is bunt 
upon it and about it. 

Over against this is set the dire result of not doing this thing, of not meeting this crisis. 
There be those who fear that we have told of the weakness 

of the Prohibition party in the present hour, all too plainly, and 
that such clearness of speech will encourage the enemy and will 
discourage our own people. 

We do not believe a word of that sort of thing. We do not 
believe that the enemy can be effectively fought with scarecrows, 
that a pretended or assumed strength which we do not actually 
possess will ever avail anything. We do not believe that any 
strength comes to our own people from “dope dreams.” We have 
had too much of that. There has been too much of a disposition 
to cover up our weakness and conceal the real facts from our own 

people. 
The hour has come to tell the Prohibitionists that a crisis is 

upon us, that a change of situation has taken place, that “standing fast” and “keeping the faith,” commendable as they have been in 
the past, will not do today, that the duty of the hour is aggres- sion and forward movement, that the years of waiting are past and the high noon of decision has come. 

This means that the standards of effort of the past, the 
organization of the past, the propaganda of the past will not do 
for today; that we must have new plans, a broader scope and 

.swifter forward movement. 

Only by rising to the needs of this hour can the Prohibition 
party fulfill its destiny and do its duty. Failing in an hour like 
this, all the fidelity, all the courage, all the heroism of the past 
count for nothing, and we go into oblivion with the things that 
were. 

I'or the onmarching God must be served today, with deeds 
of today and according to the necessities of today. 

Let no voice speak “Quietlet no one talk of satisfaction 
with present achievement; let us hear no tales of “time enough 
yet" or “see what we have done in the past." If there be someone 
who can point out a better field of work, a more practical plan of 
advance than that which The National Prohibitionist named when 
it summoned the Prohibitionists of the nation to this forward 
movement, let him speak, and his words shall be heard. But we 
believe that we have drawn the line where this struggle is to 
culminate. 

The advance guard is already mounting the breach and show- 
ing us the way. 

The question before the party now is very simple, enormous 
as are the issues that hang upon the answer: 

Prohibitionists of America, will yon go forward? 
Will you give your mouth-piece the hearing that it must have? 
Will you make the way for this paper into a million American 

homes ? 
Will you win this victory? 

IMPORTANT TO CHICAGO PROHIBITIONISTS: Under the provisions of the primary law which is now held to be 
in force by the election commissioners of the city of Chicago, the Prohibition party is required to hold a legal primary, like the 
other political parties, having upon primary day polling places at prescribed points throughout tf#city, with officials chosen by 
our party organization, but commissioned and paid from the public funds, in charge. -This gives -the Prohibitionists of Chicago 
an opportunity to stand upon an equal footing with other parties and to gain many important advantages which will be clear 
to everyone who considers the matter. Preparation for these primaries will require a large amount of work upon the part of the 
city committee, and it will be necessary that a large number of Prohibitionists shall be willing to give the day for the cause. Pro- 
hibitionists serving as primary officials will receive compensation, but it will be necessary to find a large number of men who 
will be actuated by some higher motive than the desire to secure the day’s pay from public treasury. Every Prohibitionist who 
is willing to enter into this heartily and help the party make a desirable showing in the election, should communicate at once with 
Chairman William A. Brubaker. 92 LaSalle street. 

FINAL NOTICE:—All subscribers who have received expiration notices folded in their papers during the two weeks past, and who have not 
as yet attended to the renewal of their subscriptions, are urged to give attention to this at once, since, according to the rules under which this 
paper is published, this will be the last paper tohich can be sent to them unless the subscription is renewed. Any subscriber finding it inconvenient to pay for renewal at the present time can obtain suitable credit by application to the office of this paper. * 
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